laboratory he was indefatigable, always enthusiastic about his research. He was also a born fighter, bringing his various professional struggles not only before his colleagues, but the lay public as well. ' Wright fought for many years to get official recognition for the heat-killed, anti-typhoid vaccine he developed in 1897-98.2 When in 1902 he became the head of the departments of bacteriology and pathology at St Mary's Hospital in London, he found a new field of battle, the "vaccine therapy" which kept him busy for the rest of his life. While studying the phagocytosis (ingestion) of pathogenic bacteria by white blood cells, Wright noticed that the ingestion and destruction ofbacteria by phagocytic cells was facilitated by the presence of specific antibodies in the serum. The destruction of bacteria by white blood cells in the presence of a specific antiserum had been described first by Denys and Leclef, then studied by Marchand and Mennes;3 but Wright, who applied the staining methods developed by Leishman to the study of bacterial phagocytosis, was the first to quantify this phenomenon, point to its potential therapeutic importance and give it a name-'opsonisation'.4 In his studies, he stressed the importance of both serum antibodies and of phagocytic cells in fighting invading bacteria. He was thus able to reconcile, at least partially, two opposing views concerning the nature of immunity: that of the "cellular school" (mostly French), led by Elie Metchnikoff, who claimed that immune phenomena were mediated by phagocytic cells only; and that of the "humoral school" (mostly German), led by Paul Ehrlich and Emil von Behring, who claimed that only the specific antibodies in the serum were of importance in immune phenomena.5
Wright claimed that the discovery of opsonisation not only shed new light on the phenomena of immunization, but also opened a new era in the therapy of infectious pyogene ' An experimental investigation of the role of the blood fluids in connection with phagocytosis'. Proc. R. Soc., 1903, 72: 357. diseases. He attempted to cure many bacterial diseases, particularly chronic and recurrent ones, by using "therapeutic inoculation", i.e. immunization with small doses ofa vaccine prepared with the bacterium that induced the disease. The rationale behind this treatment was that the vaccine would reinforce the body's natural defences by stimulating the formation of "opsonising antibodies", and accelerate the elimination of the invading bacteria by phagocytic cells. But, Wright added, the "vaccine therapy" would work only if administered at specific critical moments in the evolution of the individual patient's immune response. These critical moments could be found by measuring the patients "opsonin index", i.e. the capacity of the phagocytic cells of a given patient at a given moment to ingest specific pathogenic bacteria. However, according to Wright, measurement of the "opsonic index" was a very delicate and complicated operation that could be completed successfully only by such highly qualified and well-trained pathologists as the members of his own group at St Mary's Hospital.6
Many patients were drawn to Wright's laboratory, attracted by the possibility of a cure for chronic bacterial diseases. His research unit, aptly rebaptized the "Inoculation Department", expanded rapidly and became financially self-supporting. Wright's success was not, however, universally welcomed. Some doctors contested the efficacy of this treatment and the general validity of Wright's propositions. They nicknamed him "Sir Almost Wright" and "Sir Almost Wrong". Wright responded with virulent public attacks on the members ofthe British medical profession, calling them ignorant, incompetent, complacent and guilty of deceiving their patients.7 He vigorously criticized lazy physicians who did not bother to learn the complexities of infection phenomena but waited for new therapies which "would achieve the marvellous with little labour".8
Nevertheless, the principle of vaccine therapy was adopted by a significant portion of the medical profession. But anti-bacterial therapies, occasionally continued to be used by physicians before the advent of chemotherapy, measuring the opsonic index was gradually abandoned, even in the "Inoculation Department".10 Wright himself gradually abandoned some of his concepts, and although in his first publications he stressed the high specificity of the method he proposed-hence the need to prepare a vaccine from the bacterium isolated from the patient rather than use a stock vaccine-later he claimed that vaccine therapy could also provide non-specific protection.11
With the notable exception of opsonisation, Wright made no fundamental contributions either to immunology or to medical practice. He was, however, successful in his efforts to make bacteriological knowledge not only acceptable but indispensable to physicians. Wright, in fact, created a new occupational role-that of the medical bacteriologist 12 a "hybrid" role that combined the tasks (and the privileges) of the bedside clinician with the methods of a fundamental research worker.13
Wright's role as the prototype of a literary hero was connected with his discovery of opsonisation and its therapeutic applications. For Shaw, Wright's opsonin theory incarnated the very essence of scientific progress in medicine. By contrast, Lewis's model scientist Max Gottlieb "was having an agreeable time massacring the opsonin theory".'4 It is not clear if Gottlieb was referring to the clinical use of the "opsonin " Observing the effects of prophylactic antipneumococcal immunizations on the vaccinated population, Wright gradually arrived at the conclusion that vaccination against a given disease also conveys some protection against other diseases. A. Wright and others, 'Observations on the pharmaco-therapy of pneumococcus infections', Lancet, 1912, ii: 1701. In 1919 Wright confessed that his "prejudice" (the belief that vaccines are specific) prevented him from observing the non-specific ("collateral") effects of immunization earlier than he did: quoted in Fleming and Petrie, op.cit., note 10 above, p. 409. On the later modification of his position concerning the specificity of the vaccine therapy see also his Studies on immunization, second series, London: W. Heinemann, 1944, pp. 168-82; and Colebrook, op.cit., note I above, pp. 130-1.
12 The case of Wright has some of the characteristics of "role hybridization" as described by J. Ben-David and R. Collins in 'Social factors in the origins of new sciences", Am. Soc. Rev., 1966, 45: 311. Wright neither founded an entirely new discipline nor transferred knowledge from one field to another with a lower intellectual status. But when he decided to leave the practice of medicine for laboratory research, he did manage to maintain the relatively higher socio-professional status of the consulting medical specialist: Foster, op.cit., note 1 above, pp. 142-3. He did so by transferring the "content" of the previous occupational role, i.e. consultation with patients, to laboratory research through the development of the Inoculation then works successively in a public health programme in a small town in Iowa, in the bacteriology laboratory of a fashionable Chicago clinic, and in the "McGurk Research Institute" (representing the Rockefeller Institute) in New York. He finally sets up, with a friend, a research laboratory in the Vermont mountains, far away from the temptations of institutionalized and commercialized science. Arrowsmith is a Bildungsroman and a moral tale: every stage in Arrowsmith's life brings him closer to final redemption through pure science. This is described as a conversion to the "religion of science", and this religion has its prophet, Arrowsmith's former university teacher and lifelong master, Max Gottlieb.24 The personality of Max Gottlieb is so central to the novel that at one point Lewis thought of naming the book In the shadow of Max Gottlieb. Gottlieb patiently undertakes the education of Arrowsmith. One of his principal messages for his young student is that of respect for the purity of science, and the need to protect it from misuse by "the doctors who want to use therapeutic methods they do not understand" and "want to snatch our science before it is tested and rush around hoping that they heal people".25
Lewis and Shaw both agree that the application of science to medicine is a very serious matter. Both consider it important to distinguish between scientific research of quality and its worthless imitations. Both display the same respect for genuine scientists and a contempt for those who misuse scientific discoveries because they seek fame, money, or both (Sir Bloomfield Bonington in The doctors dilemma, Drs Hollabird and Tubbs in Arrowsmith). However, the two authors differ in their vision of what genuine scientific research should be, and how it should be utilized. These differences probably stem from the differences between the organization of scientific research in England and the United States, from the divergent social visions of the authors, and, finally, from differences in the scientific philosophy of their informants, Wright and De Kruif. The last was probably the most decisive factor in shaping the final image of science in the two works. Therefore, in order to elucidate the scientific background ofArrowsmith and The doctor's dilemma, we have to deal mainly with the authors' informants.
The science worshipped by Lewis's heroes is a highly mathematized discipline. In introducing Arrowsmith to his "religion of science", Gottlieb explains to him that "the only thing necessary is the mathematical analysis of phenomena already observed".26 For him the only valid scientific approach is a physicochemical one. He encourages Arrowsmith to study mathematics, because "all living things are physicochemical machines. Then how can you make progress ifyou do not know physical chemistry, and how can you know physical chemistry without much mathematics?"27
It is not difficult to trace the origins of Gottlieb's scientific philosophy. De Kruif modelled these ideas on those of his scientific hero: the physiologist Jacques Loeb .28 Loeb, acolleague ofDe Kruifat the Rockefeller Institute, was one ofthe 24 Gottlieb, a German Jew, is ostensibly an atheist, but the young Arrowsmith promptly realizes that in fact he holds religious beliefs of his own: "his just being in a lab is a prayer". Gottlieb himself declares proudly: "One thing I keep always pure: the religion of a scientist" S. Lewis In creating the scientific personality of Max Gottlieb, De Kruif attributed Loeb's scientific philosophy to him in a practically unaltered form, but he did change his profession and his subject of research. Loeb was a physiologist, Gottlieb was an immunologist. This modification needs an explanation since it is not required by the plot: one can imagine Martin Arrowsmith influenced by a physiology teacher and working on protein chemistry. The change can be partially explained by De Kruif's own training as a bacteriologist; he probably preferred to deal with a subject he knew better (although some of his descriptions of Gottlieb's scientific achievements are closer to science fiction than to the actual immunological knowledge of his time). But making Gottlieb an immunologist also helped De Kruif and Lewis to make explicit their opinions about science and its place in society through the theme of the fight against infectious disease, a topic much more interesting for the lay public than Loeb's physiological studies. Moreover, developments in immunology in the 1920s were particularly pertinent to illustrate the scientific philosophy professed by De Kruif.
In his article 'Martin Arrowsmith: the scientist as a hero'31 Charles Rosenberg explains Gottlieb's scientific position as a part of the struggle between materialists and vitalists in biology. In general terms this is undoubtedly true. Gottlieb's overall philosophy was indeed a faithful reflection of De Kruif state of an animal", another step towards the ideal of freeing immunology from living organisms and the drawbacks linked to their study, and directing it toward the realm of pure, unaltered physical chemistry.37
Gottlieb deals "calmly and most brutally" with the scientific theories he considers false. Wright's opsonin theory is cited several times as an example ofjust such a false theory, and its massacre cheers Gottlieb during the hard times at Winnemac University. The reasons for the choice of this theory to represent a position antithetical to the views held by Gottlieb are not evident at first sight. On the face of it, nothing in Gottlieb's scientific philosophy should prevent him from acknowledging the existence of specific antibodies that facilitate the ingestion of pathogenic bacteria. And if it were true that Wright's research was not effected with physicochemical methods, he did stress all his life the importance of quantitative evaluations in medical science, and the need to replace the "empirical method" by a "scientific method" based on pre-existing theoretical constructs.38 During the long controversy over the effectiveness of vaccine therapy Wright claimed that his method was the only one to permit the correlation of a physiological parameter (opsonic index) with a clinical condition (body temperature) "by the aid of exact quantitative measurements". He complained that the "ordinary student's course of bacteriology does not impart any training in accurate quantitative work" and claimed that "serious discipline in quantitative work is an indispensable preliminary to undertaking quantitative bacteriological work for the purpose of diagnosis or guidance in immunization".39 Wright's passionate defence of "science" defined as knowledge expressed in quantitative terms was therefore, at least superficially, similar to the ideas expressed by the fictional Gottlieb and his real-life model Loeb.40
The choice of the opsonin theory as the target of Gottlieb's attacks is, however, easier to understand, considering the goal of Gottlieb's lifelong endeavour: the separation ofresearch on the production ofantibodies from animal physiology and the reduction of all of immunology to physicochemical studies. This vision was perfectly antithetical to the opsonin theory. The very essence of this theory, as Wright formulated it, was firmly to connect the production of antibodies to the physiological state of the whole organism. The therapeutic use of opsonin theory was based on the assumption that, by measuring the activity of the opsonising antibodies in the blood, one could obtain valid information about the general state of the patient's health and about the progress of his disease. In his book Studies on immunization,41 Wright 37 Lewis, op.cit., note 14 above, p. 120. 38 According to Fleming's biographer Macfarlane, Wright's "scientific method" was a serious obstacle to the rapid development of the therapeutic use of penicillin. Fleming concluded from his test-tube studies that penicillin could not protect an animal from a fatal infection. A faithful adept of his master and his "scientific method", he did not make the crucial experiment to verify this assumption, and thus did not realize penicillin's dramatic therapeutic effects. Fleming, sceptical about its clinical value, was only moderately interested in penicillin between 1929 and 1941: op.cit., note I above, pp. 59, 270.
39 Wright, 'A lecture', op.cit., note 8 above. 40 For example, Gottlieb explained that "up to the present ... most research has been largely a matter of trial and error, the empirical method, which is the opposite of the scientific method, by which one seeks to establish a general law governing a group of phenomena so that he may predict what will happen": Lewis, op.cit., note 14 above, p. 59. 41 Wright, Studies, op.cit., note 6 above.
expressed his conviction that the only way to help the organism to get rid of the invading bacteria was to reinforce the natural defences of the body. His own vaccine therapy was a method based on the "physiology ofimmunization". Its essential feature was "the scientific exploitation of the protective machinery with which the organism is equipped".42 Wright strongly opposed the use of antiseptics (and later of chemotherapy) in bacterial infections, believing that "the antiseptic will not, as the unthoughtful assume, add its antibacterial power to the antibacterial power of the living organism. On the contrary, the antiseptic will directly antagonize the protective forces which the living organism has at its command.43 Thus Wright, who did not define himself as a vitalist, and did not (unlike his friend Shaw) openly support "classical" vitalist ideas, had a strongly anti-reductionist approach to life phenomena. He stressed the holistic aspects of immune phenomena and the importance of the quasi-mystical "protective forces of the organism".44
By situating Max Gottlieb's scientific controversies in the domain of theories of immunity, De Kruif was able to emphasize one of the implications of the mechanistic conception of life: the need for a reductionist approach to medicine. In so doing, De Kruif echoed his scientific hero, Jacques Loeb. Loeb made many of his admirers among the physicians working in Rockefeller Institute Hospital unhappy by declaring that "medical science" is a contradiction in terms, and that physicians should start by studying the chemistry of proteins if they wanted to be able to find anything useful about disease. became less and less interested in the pathology of rabbit scepticaemia and the growth characteristics of the bacterium, and more and more fascinated by physicochemical studies of the two bacterial variants. In collaboration with Loeb's student and faithful follower J. H. Northrop, 49 he studied the effect of pH alteration on the agglutination of the two types of bateria, and the relationships between agglutination properties and the isoelectric point of these micro-organisms.50 The last article published by De Kruif during his stay at the Rockefeller Institute was an attempt to predict the conditions of formation of stable agglutinates of bacteria on the basis of their known physiochemical properties,51 a quantitative physicochemical study that would undoubtedly have appealed to Max Gottlieb. By presenting reductionism as the only valid approach to the study of infectious disease, De Kruif was therefore also justifying the direction taken by his own scientific research.
III
At the time Arrowsmith was written, the early 1920s, the evolution of immunology made this an appropriate discipline to illustrate a polemic on the validity of reductionism in medical research. In that period, immunology was experiencing a deepening division between a more chemical and reductionistic approach to immune phenomena, on the one hand; and a more medically-oriented and less reductionistic one on the other. This cleavage was a relatively new phenomenon. Although, from its beginnings, the new science of immunology was concerned with both chemical and physiologico-pathological aspects of immunity, at first the two aspects were apparently not contradictory, and indeed seemed to complement each other.
Immunology played a crucial role in winning widespread popularity for the new science of bacteriology. Achievements such as the preparation of efficient vaccines against animal diseases (Pasteur, 1881), the therapeutic effects of the anti-rabies treatment (Pasteur, 1885), and anti-diphtheritic serotherapy (von Behring and Kitasato, 1891), had an important public impact. The general public became interested in bacteria when it became clear that finding the bacterium inducing a given disease led directly to the hope of finding a treatment for this disease through serotherapy, and protection from it through vaccination. As Paul Bert, a nineteenthcentury French physician and statesman, put it, "this double discovery-aetiology and virus-vaccines-opened practically unlimited horizons for both pathology and At the end of the nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth, immunology also played a key role in the growth offundamental biological knowledge. Metchnikoff's discovery of phagocytosis (1884) was not only important to the understanding of mechanisms of anti-bacterial immunity, but also the general mechanism of inflammation. It was, therefore, a fundamental contribution to pathology.54 And, as R. Kohler stressed, the discovery (in the 1890s) of specific antibodies in the serum gave an important stimulus to the development ofbiochemistry as a discipline distinct from physiological chemistry. The existence of antibodies was considered as proof of the importance of well-defined chemical structures in all important phenomena of life. The principal immunological theory of the early twentieth century, the "side chain theory" developed by P. Ehrlich, was an attempt to link the cell's normal metabolism to the production of antibodies, and to create a uniform "biochemical-immunological" theory of cell functions.55
It is true that even during its early years immunology was not free from controversy. Its beginnings were marked by debates on cellular versus humoral aspects ofimmunity, and even among those who favoured a humoral approach, controversy raged about the exact nature of the antigen-antibody bond. Ehrlich claimed that this was a stable and irreversible chemical bond, the physical chemist Arrhenius argued that antibodies and antigens formed reversible bonds whilst the immunologists Bordet and Landsteiner maintained that antigen-antibody complexes were formed by the physical phenomenon ofadsorption. 56 However, notwithstanding these differences ofindividual approaches, the first generation of immunologists shared the conviction that the physiological, pathological and biochemical aspects of immunity had to be treated as a whole. Both Metchnikoff and Ehrlich viewed immunity as a specific expression of normal physiological mechanisms: for the former it was phagocytosis and destruction of old cells; for the latter, the ingestion ofnutritive substances by the cells. And Pasteur's close collaborator Emile Duclaux, the biochemist who succeeded Pasteur at the head of the Pasteur Institute in 1888, stressed the convergence of medicine, physiology, and biochemistry in the studies of microbiology and the identity of preoccupations of immunology and biochemistry.57 For the first generation ofimmunologists the clinical aspects ofimmunology were as important as the fundamental ones,58 and the science of 54 58 "Immunology, which is already fascinating as a biological science has in addition a great utility for prevention and treatment of disease", F. P. Gay, Immunology, a medical science developed through animal experimentation, Chicago, 1910, p. 3. immunology, in harmoniously combining physiology, pathology, and the chemistry of life "cemented the union between the clinic and the laboratory".59
This unified vision of immunology weakened in the 1920s and signs of this trend could be observed even earlier. The polemic between Ehrlich and Arrhenius on the nature of the antigen-antibody bond reflects not only the differences in research styles of the two protagonists,60 but also more profound divergences. Ehrlich never lost sight of his main goal: to understand the immunity phenomenon as a part of physiological and pathological reactions of the organism. By contrast, in his studies of antigenantibody reactions, Arrhenius was interested solely in their physicochemical aspects in vitro, not in situating the reaction into the framework of research in cell physiology, even less into the pathology of infectious diseases.
The tendency to separate the study of antigen-antibody reactions from that of infectious disease was accelerated by the discovery, in the 1910s, that specific antibodies could be formed against haptens, artificial chemical structures developed in the laboratory.6' Before then, immunity was viewed as a defence mechanism of the organism. The physiological vision of immune phenomena, exemplified by Ehrlich's "side chain" theory, was challenged by the finding that the organism was able to form specific antibodies against man-made structures. Many immunochemists, aware of the shortcomings of the side chain theory, but unable to propose an alternative, gradually abandoned their interest in cells or in the organism as a whole, and consequently their interest in medical problems. Although most continued to refer to the potential impact of their studies on medicine, they concentrated their efforts on detailed physicochemical studies of antigen-antibody reactions in the test tube, and on the fine chemical structure of antigens; as a result they became closely associated with biochemists and protein chemists. Such leading immunochemists as Karl Landsteiner and Michael Heidelberger founded important research schools and under their guidance the immunochemical approach rapidly became fruitful.62
The growing importance of immunochemical research programmes was reflected in shifting opinions about the goals of immunological research. In 1920, Jules Bordet affirmed that the science of immunity evolved towards general physiology and biochemistry and that "the defence of organisms against pathogenic micro-organisms, which is now its point of departure, may one day seem far away". were but a specific case of biochemical reactions because "Quantitively every chemical reaction is specific, and the specificity of immune and enzyme reaction differs only in degree from that of any other reaction. The problem of specificity is one of reactions in general." 65 The accomplishments of immunochemists contrasted with the more problematic situation of clinical immunologists. The latter refined the techniques which played a crucial role in diagnosis of infectious diseases (e.g. the Wassermann test for syphilis, the Felix-Weil test for typhus) and greatly improved the classification of bacteria. However, in the 1920s, clinical immunology found itself unable to fulfil its early promise to translate bacteriological progress into therapeutic advance, and thus to contribute to a rapid victory over infectious diseases. Serotherapy, undoubtedly beneficient in many cases, continued to be widely used, and some new vaccines (the most important among them the anti-diptheria vaccine) were introduced,66 but the efficacy of many of the vaccines and immune sera was low, and contrary to the early hopes, infectious diseases such as syphilis, cholera, tuberculosis and pneumonia remained major health problems. In addition, the enthusiasm which followed the introduction of serotherapy was moderated by the finding that this technique produced many accidents, some ofthem fatal. Other therapies based on the application of immunological knowledge to the treatment of infectious disease (vaccine therapy, protein therapy) also continued to be diffused in the 1920s and 30s; physicians were aware, however, of their low clinical efficacy.67 Research in clinical immunology was then mostly concerned with the diagnosis of infectious diseases and classification of pathogenic germs, and hence continued to be viewed as a "branch of bacteriology" 68
In the 1920s and 30s the cleavage between the immunochemical and pathological aspects of immunology became more visible. While some immunochemists continued to believe that the progress of knowledge in the chemistry and physics of life would untimately bring about efficient treatments of infectious diseases, their daily preoccupations rarely concerned pathology. Immunologists dealing with the most advanced techniques of biochemical research sometimes regarded their colleagues the clinically-oriented immunologists with contempt. They considered their methods outdated, their experimental systems too complex to permit adequate scientific interpretations, and their results impossible to analyse in quantitative terms. At the same time, clinicians noticed that the progress ofimmunochemical knowledge still had limited, ifany, impact on the solution ofconcrete clinical problems. Unable to see how the "knowledge that ultimately a human body is a mass ofelectrons" could bring them "a step nearer to being able to do anything about pneumonia or cardiac disease", some of them could feel estranged from the reductionist approaches of immunochemists, viewing them as irrelevant to the understanding of pathological phenomena.69 IV In making his play's hero an immunologist, Shaw portrayed a representative of a triumphant scientific discipline. Not only was Wright at the height ofhis own career, he personified the high hopes attached, in 1906, to immunological research and the union between the hospital and the research laboratory. Wright believed that "of all evils which befall man in his civilized state, the evil ofdisease is imcomparably the greatest", and that "it may be affirmed with confidence ofthe medical act, as at present practised, that it can do practically nothing to avert death from a virulent bacterial infection or to bring a cure". But, he added, the reason for medicine's poor showing was not the lack of adequate hygienic conditions but the insufficiency of medical research: "We have not in England any appreciable number of workers engaged upon the task of medical research. This is due to economic reasons." If their number were greater, and their funding sufficient, spectacular improvement in the therapy of infectious diseases would follow.70 Wright In addition, while Shaw and Wright agreed that medical research, if properly done, would contribute to the well-being of men, Lewis's hero Max Gottlieb professed a diametrically opposed view. Gottlieb feared that reducing infectious disease, the avowed goal of his own research, would in all probability have disastrous consequences. Freedom from epidemics would, according to him, produce a race so low in natural immunity that "when a great plague, suddenly springing from almost zero to a world-smothering cloud, appeared again, it might wipe out the world entire". And with the removal of infectious diseases, "the world was grimly certain to become so overcrowded, to become such a universal slave-packed shambles, that all beauty and ease and wisdom would disappear in a famine-driven scamper for existence."75 These ideas probably echoed the feelings of Lewis himself. Unlike Shaw, Lewis was not a social reformer. He had a pessimistic vision of an American society which destroyed every able and sensitive individual. He did not advance any concrete propositions about how to change this society, for he did not believe that it was possible to do so. The only solution enabling Martin Arrowsmith to preserve his soul and the purity of his scientific research was to escape into communion with Nature. For Lewis, science was not a way to redeem society, or even to lessen its evils. It could, however, be a way of personal redemption, an individual salvation through the "religion of science".76
Arrowsmith was written in a period, the 1920s, when bacteriology and immunology aroused great interest among the lay public-witness the great success of De Kruif's book The microbe hunters (1926), written during his collaboration with Lewis on Arrowsmith.77 However, it had already been suspected that immunology was unable to fulfil its earlier promise of rapid victory over infectious disease. Although in all probability De Kruif continued to believe that bacteriological and immunological research led to important practical results in medicine in the long run, he was probably also aware that such results were neither easy nor rapid. Writing about the medical research of the 1920's, he claimed that "the hoped-for scientific offensive against multiple deaths can hardly be said to have achieved a breakthrough; on wide fronts it can indeed have been said to have fizzled out".78 Immunology could, therefore, represent for him the relative unfruitfulness of the "old-fashioned" and "nonscientific", i.e. non-reductionist, approach to medical research. For similar reasons, immunology could be, for Lewis, a scientific discipline that could be practised for the sake of pure knowledge, and that could remain free from corruption through success.79
Sir Colenso Ridgeon and Max Gottlieb are each a common variant of the myth of the scientist: the missionary and the hermit. Ridgeon represents the scientistpractitioner who brings laboratory knowledge to the attention of the world, and uses his exceptional gifts to help his fellow man. Gottlieb is the genius isolated in his laboratory and indifferent to worldly rewards, who lives solely for the pursuit of pure, esoteric knowledge. Both are immunologists. The differences between the two reflect the differences between the two sides of immunology-a clinically-oriented discipline and a fundamental biological science. At first, the two aspects were intertwined. Immunology's evolution in the early twentieth century and the separation of its scientific aspect from the clinical made it possible for Lewis to describe in 1925 an immunologist who was a pure scientist, unconcerned for the practical and immediate consequences of his research.
The public adopted a new type of a literary hero, the scientist, and the scientists themselves showed interest in their literary representations. This was especially true for Arrowsmith: The doctor's dilemma was perceived by the critics rather as a "medical drama". Moreover, although Shaw clearly affirmed in his play, as well as in its printed Preface, his ideas on medicine and on medical research, he was doubtless more concerned with the successful creation of such stage effects as a long death-bed scene than with the presentation of his views on physicians. His critics also preferred the dramatic qualities and shortcomings of the play, rather than its scientific-medical background.80 Shaw research institutions to which advance copies of Arrowsmith should be sent.83 As one would expect, the reactions of the scientists varied. Thus Sir Macfarlane Burnet, like Arrowsmith one of the pioneers of studies of bacterial viruses, recalled that Arrowsmith, when published, created a stir amongst American laboratory workers. He himself greatly enjoyed the story and more or less identified himself with its hero.84 In contrast, the well-known bacteriologist and epidemiologist Hans Zinsser was greatly irritated by what he perceived as the book's over-sentimental attitude, which he attributed to the misuse ofscientific themes by writers such as De Kruif. For Zinsser, if "an epidemiologist on a plague study talked and behaved in the manner of the hero of Arrowsmith, he would not only be useless, but he would be regarded as something of a yellow ass and a nuisance by his associates."85
When Arrowsmith was written, immunology was endowed with enough popular prestige to be an adequate occupation for a heroic literary character. The gradual realization by physicians, and later by the lay public, of the limited practical scope of many immunological innovations probably contributed to the temporary disappearance ofthe image ofimmunology as a miracle-making discipline. In contrast to immunochemistry, which after its separation from pathology successfully maintained its high intellectual status in association with biochemical research, clinical immunology lost much of its previous prestige. In the 1930s and 40s it became more and more limited to goal-oriented serological research aimed at the development of diagnostic tools for bacteriology. Moreover, many ofits practitioners lacked adequate scientific training. The confusion that prevailed in numerous immunological laboratories made the bacteriologist W. W. C. Topley declare, in the 1930s, that the immunology of his time was "a mixture of established fact, half-knowledge, hopeful guessing and frank bewilderment".86 Although the scientist remained a familiar figure in the gallery of twentieth-entury literary heroes, for many years immunology lost the privilege of providing literary representations of the proper activity of the genuine scientist. 83 Lewis, letter to Harcourt, 27 December 1924; Smith, op.cit., note 77 above, p. 168. 84 Sir Macfarlane Burnet, Changing patterns: an atypical autobiography, Melbourne, Heinemann, 1968, p. 75. Burnet's enthusiastic reception of Arrowsmith can perhaps be related to his deep conviction that "medicine can advance only as a science advances". Ibid., p. 86. 85 Hans Zinsser, Rats, lice and history, London, Macmillan, 1985, p. 13 (first published in 1934).
